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Existence and Uniqueness for Wave Propagation
in Inhomogeneous Elastic Solids.

GIACOMO CAVIGLIA (*) - ANGELO MORRO (**)

ABSTRACT - A uniaxially-inhomogeneous layer is considered, sandwiched between
two homogeneous half spaces. The material of both layer and half spaces is a
linearly elastic and isotropic solid. Reflection and transmission are regarded
as originated by a normally-incident transient wave. The new idea exploited in
this paper consists in writing the boundary conditions for the layer in a way
which accounts directly for the outgoing character of the unknown waves.
Uniqueness theorems are given and the solution is determined through
Fourier analysis. It follows that in general the solution is a convolution of the
incident wave function.

1. Introduction.

The mathematical modeling of wave reflection and transmission
through a region presents a peculiar difficulty: at least on a part of the
boundary, both the incident and the reflected/transmitted waves occur
simultaneously; therefore, since we cannot pick a surface where the sol-
ution is known, the problem is not a standard initial-boundary value
problem. This explains why ordinarily existence and/or uniqueness re-
sults are lacking in reflection-transmission problems.

For definiteness and simplicity, in this paper we restrict attention to
normal incidence on a layer sandwiched between two homogeneous half
spaces. The layer is uniaxially inhomogeneous, in that the material prop-
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erties depend on a single coordinate. In addition, we let the material be
linear, elastic and isotropic. An analogous procedure can be applied to
electromagnetic waves in uniaxially inhomogeneous media.

In any reflection-transmission or scattering process, the unknown
waves are all outgoing, namely, they propagate away from the scatterer
(the layer). The key idea we exploit in this paper consists in writing the
boundary conditions for the layer in a way which accounts directly for
the outgoing character of the unknown waves. Also, we adopt a condition
at space infinity which merely reflects the finiteness of the speed of
propagation. We are then able to prove uniqueness of C 2 solutions in the
whole space domain through an energy method. As to existence, we look
for solutions through Fourier analysis which allows us to describe proc-
esses by a simple first-order system of ordinary equations. We find that,
in general, the reflected and transmitted parts of the solution are appro-
priate convolutions of the incident wave. As a particular case, a closed
form solution is provided for homogeneous layers.

It is worth mentioning that analogous problems of existence and
uniqueness have been investigated in electromagnetism (cf. [1-4]). The
basic point in such investigations is the expression of the pertinent equa-
tions as a first-order quasi-linear hyperbolic system while the boundary
conditions state that a linear combination of the unknown functions, at
appropriate planes, is a given function of time. As it stands, this scheme
does not apply in mechanics as also Bassanini remarks that in seismolo-
gy it is not easy to do with the method unless proper changes are made
[1]. As a further difference, electromagnetism is ordinarily applied to ho-
mogeneous layers while this paper involves an inhomogeneous layer.

2. Basic framework.

Consider a layer of thickness L sandwiched between two half spaces.
Let z be the Cartesian coordinate such that z� (0 , L) is the layer and
zE0 and zDL are the half spaces. The layer is occupied by an inhomo-
geneous, isotropic elastic material. The displacement u is taken to de-
pend on the position vector x only through z. Longitudinal (along the di-
rection of propagation) and transverse components of u satisfy decou-
pled differential equations of the form

¯z (x(z) ¯z u)1 f (z , t) 4r(z) ¯t
2 u ,(2.1)

where u(z , t) is the unknown function on (2Q , 0 )N (0 , L)N (L , Q)3
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3R1 while f (z , t), x(z) and r(z) are known functions. In a standard nota-
tion, x42m1l or x4m when longitudinal or transverse polarizations
are considered. Also, r is the mass density and f is the body force per
unit volume. It is natural to assume that xD0 and rD0 on (2Q , 0 )N
N (0 , L)N (L , Q). Since u and x¯z u denote the displacement and the trac-
tion, we assume that u(Q , t) and x(Q) ¯z u(Q , t) are continuous every-
where.

Both x and r are constant in the half spaces say x(z) 4x(02 ), r(z) 4

4r(02 ) and x(z) 4x(L1 ), r(z) 4r(L1 ) as zE0 and zDL. Consequently,
in the half spaces zE0 and zDL the differential equation (2.1) takes the
form

c 2 ¯ z
2 u(z , t)2¯ t

2 u(z , t)1 f (z , t) /r40(2.2)

where c 2 4x/r. Let c2 , c1 be the values of c as zE0, zDL. Any solution
u to (2.2) can be written as

u(z , t) 4u f (z2ct)1u b (z1ct) ,

the superscript f (b) being a reminder that the function describes a for-
ward (backward) propagating wave.

We have in mind the reflection-transmission process originated by a
wave coming from the half space zE0. This means that the forward
propagating wave in zE0 is known and no wave is coming from zDL.
The incident wave u i is a known function of z2c2 t,

u i (z , t) 4g(z2c2 t) ,

whereas the reflected wave is an unknown function u r of z1c2 t.
Hence,

u(z , t) 4g(z2c2 t)1u r (z1c2 t), zE0 .

It follows that

(¯t u2c2 ¯z u)(z , t) 422c2 g 8 (z2c2 t) ,

a prime denoting differentiation with respect to the argument. Let-
ting

f(t) »4 lim
zK02

[22c2 g 8 (z2c2 t) ]

we have

(¯t u2c2 ¯z u)(02 , t) 4f(t) .
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The continuity of u and x¯z u yields

(¯t u2c2 ¯z u)(02 , t) 4¯t u(01 , t)2c2

x(01 )

x(02 )
¯z u(01 , t) .

Further, assume u i (02 , t) 40 up to t40. Hence the solution u in the
layer is subject to the boundary condition

¯t u(01 , t)2c2

x(01 )

x(02 )
¯z u(01 , t) 4f(t), (tD0 .(2.3)

For zDL, only the transmitted wave (namely a forward propagating
wave) occurs. Accordingly,

u(z , t) 4u t (z2c1 t), zDL , tD0.

Hence we have

¯t u(z , t)1c1 ¯z u(z , t) 40, zDL , tD0.

We make use again of the continuity condition to obtain

¯t u(L2 , t)1c1

x(L2 )

x(L1 )
¯z u(L2 , t) 40, (tD0 .(2.4)

Furthermore, we assume that the initial value of u is known, namely,

u(z , 0 ) 4h(z), z� [0 , L] .(2.5)

The conditions (2.3) and (2.4) mean that no incoming wave occurs ex-
cept the incident one. As we show in a moment, these conditions, along
with (2.5), imply the uniqueness in the layer and in the half spaces.

3. Uniqueness theorems.

Preliminarily, we state and prove the uniqueness of the solution in
the layer.

THEOREM 1 (Layer). The solution u to (2.1) subject to

¯t u(01 , t)2a¯z u(01 , t) 4f(t), ¯t u(L2 , t)1b¯z u(L2 , t) 40,

t�R1 , a , bD0, u(z , 0 ) 4h(z), z� [0 , L],

is unique in C 2 ( [0 , L]3R1 ).
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Let u1 , u2 be two solutions and consider their difference v4u1 2u2.
We have

¯z (x(z) ¯z v) 4r(z) ¯t
2 v , z� (0 , L), t�R11 ,

¯t v(01 , t)2a¯z v(01 , t) 40, ¯t v(L2 , t)1b¯z v(L2 , t) 40,

t�R1 , a , bD0, v(z , 0 ) 40, z� [0 , L].

Upon multiplication by ¯t v and exchange of the order of differentiation
we have

(3.1) 0 4¯t v[¯z (x(z) ¯z v)2r(z) ¯t
2 v] 4

4¯z [x¯z v¯t v]2¯tk 1

2
x(¯z v)2 1

1

2
r(¯t v)2l .

Integration over [0 , L] and use of the boundary conditions yield

1

2
¯t�

0

L

[x(¯z v)2 1r(¯t v)2 ] dz4

4x(L2 ) ¯z v(L2 , t) ¯t v(L2 , t)2x(01 ) ¯z v(01 , t) ¯t v(01 , t) 4

42 bx(L2 )[¯t v(L2 , t) ]2 2ax(01 )[¯t v(01 , t) ]2 G0.

Letting

E(t) »4
1

2
�

0

L

[x(¯z v)2 1r(¯t v)2 ] dz ,

we have

E(t) F0, E(0) 40, ¯t E(t) G0,

whence it follows that E(t) 40 for all t�R1. The continuity of the inte-
grand then implies that

¯t v(z , t) 40 (z� (0 , L), (t�R1 .

Since v(z , 0 ) 40 it follows that v40 in [0 , L]3R1, which implies
uniqueness. r
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Given the incident wave (in zE0) the solution u in the layer (namely,
in (0 , L)3R1) is unique. Consequently, given u i (z , t), zE0, tF0, the
functions

u(01 , t), u(L2 , t)

are known for any t�R1. Since u is continuous across any interface, we
conclude that also u(02 , t) and u(L1 , t) are known for any t�R1. The
natural question now arises as to the uniqueness of u for zE0 and zDL.
This question is answered as follows.

THEOREM 2 (Half spaces). For every finite TD0 the solution u to
(2.1) subject to

u(02 , t) 4c(t), u(L1 , t) 4h(t), t�R1 ,

u(z , 0 ) 4 l(z) (z� (2Q , 0 ]N [L , Q),

¯t u(z , t), ¯z u(z , t) 4o(NzN21/2 ) (t� [0 , T],

is unique in C 2 ( (2Q , 0 ]O [L , Q)3 [0 , T] ).

The difference v of two solutions satisfies the differential equation
(2.1) and the conditions

v(02 , t) 40, v(L1 , t) 40, t�R1 ,

v(z , 0 ) 40 (z� (2Q , 02 )N (L1 , Q),

¯t v(z , t), ¯z v(z , t) 4o(NzN21/2 ) (t� [0 , T].

We integrate the equality (3.1) on (2Q , 0 ) to obtain

1

2
¯t �

2Q

0

[x(¯z v)2 1r(¯t v)2 ] dz4

4x(02 ) ¯z v(02 , t) ¯t v(02 , t)2 lim
zK2Q

x(02 ) ¯z v(z , t) ¯t v(z , t).

The integral is bounded and the limit is zero. Hence, letting

E1 (t) »4 �
2Q

0

[x(¯z v)2 1r(¯t v)2 ] dz
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we have

E1 (t) F0, ¯t E1 (t) 40, E1 (0) 40,

whence

E1 (t) 40 (t� [0 , T].

The vanishing of v at t40 yields v(z , t) 40 at any z� (2Q , 0 ] and any
t� [0 , T].

A similar procedure yields the vanishing of v as z� (L , Q). This is
tantamount to the uniqueness of u for z� (2Q , 02 ]N [L1 , Q). r

Owing to the finite wave speed in the half spaces zE0 and zDL, for
t� [0 , T] the functions ¯t u and ¯z u have compact support. The hypothe-
sis ¯t u(z , t), ¯z u(z , t) 4o(NzN21/2 ) is then weaker than the finiteness of
the wave speed.

It is worth looking also to the cases in which the half space zDL is
empty or rigid. In the first case the boundary z4L is free, in the second
one it is fixed. Accordingly, the boundary condition, at z4L, be-
comes

¯z u(L , t) 40 or u(L , t) 40

for all t�R1. The statement and proof of Theorem 1 are then modified to
give the following

THEOREM 3 (Free or fixed boundary). The solution u to (2.1) sub-
ject to

¯tu(01), t)2a¯zu(01 , t)4f(t), aD0, ¯zu(L2 , t)40 or u(L2 , t)40,

t�R1 , u(z , 0 ) 4h(z), z� [0 , L],

is unique in C 2 ( [0 , L]3R1 ).

We parallel Theorem 1 except for the boundary condition at z4L
which reads ¯z v40 or v40 for every t�R1. In both cases we find
that

1

2
¯t�

0

L

[x(¯z v)2 1r(¯t v)2 ] dz42ax(01 )[¯t v(01 , t) ]2 G0.
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Hence it follows that v is identically zero, and then u unique, on
[0 , L]3R1. r

4. Uniqueness in a scattering process.

A scattering process may be viewed as a reflection-transmission orig-
inated by incident waves impinging on the layer from both sides zE0
and zDL (cf. [5]). Let u2

i and u1
i be the incident waves coming from zE

E0 and zDL, respectively. They produce a backward-propagating wave
u2

b in zE0 and a forward-propagating wave u1
f as zDL. Now, u2

i pro-
duces a reflected wave u2

r and a transmitted wave u1
t while u1

i produces
a reflected wave u1

r and a transmitted wave u2
t . By the linearity of the

equation (2.1), together with the initial condition u(z , 0 ) 4 f (z), the si-
multaneous occurrence of u2

i and u1
i produces u2

t 1u2
r at zE0 and

u1
t 1u1

r at zDL. Hence uniqueness associated of u2
i and u1

i when they
occur separately implies uniqueness in the case of their simultaneous
occurrence.

Granted uniqueness, we look for existence of the solution to a reflec-
tion-transmission problem.

5. Reflection-transmission problem.

In essence, a reflection-transmission problem consists in determin-
ing the reflected and transmitted waves in terms of the incident one.
Mathematically, this is not a standard initial and/or boundary value
problem. That is why the existence of the solution involves questions
which are quite specific to this problem.

Given an incident wave u i in the half space zE0, we have to deter-
mine the reflected (backward propagating in zE0) and the transmitted
(forward propagating in zDL) waves. A direct application of (2.1) in the
time domain, for any time dependence, seems a formidable problem. We
then apply Fourier analysis to work in the frequency domain. For formal
simplicity we let f40.

Preliminarily, observe that in terms of u and t4x¯z u we can express
(2.1) in the form

¯z u4gt , ¯z t4r¯t
2 u ,

where g41/x. On the assumption that u(z , Q), ¯t u(z , Q), ¯t
2 u(z , Q),
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t(z , Q) �L 1 (R) we apply the Fourier transform, e.g.,

uF (z , v) 4 �
2Q

Q

u(z , t) exp (2ivt) dt ,

to obtain

¯z uF 4gt F , ¯z t F 42rv 2 uF .(5.1)

Let w4 [uF , t F ]T �C2. Hence (5.1) is a first-order system for w(z) pa-
rameterized by v. The system (5.1) can be given the form

¯z w4Aw ,(5.2)

where

A4
C
`
D

0

2rv 2

g

0

E
`
F

.

It is convenient (cf. [6, 7]) to diagonalize the matrix A. Let p1 , p2 �C2

be the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues ij 1 , ij 2 �C,

Apa4 ij a pa , a41, 2 .

We find that

j 1 42j 2 4kgr v , p1 4
C
`
D

2ikg/r/v

1

E
`
F

, p2 4
C
`
D

ikg/r/v

1

E
`
F

.

Since the eigenvectors are linearly independent, we can express w as

w4!
a

sa pa .

It is understood that s1 , s2 depend on z and are parameterized by v.

6. Reflected and transmitted waves.

To functions in the frequency domain we associate functions in space-
time through the inverse Fourier transform, that is,

uF (z , v) K u(z , t) 4
1

2p
�

2Q

Q

uF (z , v) exp (ivt) dv .
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Multiplication by exp (ivt) allows us to regard the functions

p(v) exp (ia(v) z)

as forward- or backward-propagating waves according as aE0 or aD0.
With this observation, we see that j 1 and p1 represent a backward-prop-
agating wave, j 2 and p2 a forward-propagating wave. For zD0 the inci-
dent and reflected waves wi , wr occur. They are given by

w i (z , v) 4v i (v) p2
2 (v) exp (2ivkrg z),

w r (z , v) 4v r (v) p1
2 (v) exp (ivkrg z),

where v i (v) is known. In the half-space zDL, we have the transmitted
wave wt given by

w t (z , v) 4v t (v) p2
1 (v) exp (2ivkrg(z2L) ).

For z� (0 , L), the solution w can be determined by means of the
propagator matrix, that is, the matrix V such that

w(z , v) 4V (z , v) w(0 , v),

where

¯z V (z , v) 4A(z , v) V (z , v), V(0 , v) 41 .(6.1)

Once V (z , v) is determined, since w and V (z , v) are continuous, we can
write

w(L , v) 4V (L , v) w(0 , v).

The reflection-transmission process is then governed by the condi-
tions

w i (0 , v)1w r (0 , v) 4w(0 , v), V (L , v) w(0 , v) 4wt (L , v).

Let V stand for V (L , v). We have

v i p2
21v r p1

24w(0 , v), Vw(0 , v) 4v t p2
1

whence

v t p2
12v r Vp1

24v i Vp2
2 .(6.2)

Once the solution for v t and v r is determined, we can write the solution
for wt and wr.
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Since tr A40, it follows that det V (z , v) is constant in z and
hence, by the initial condition, det V (z , v) 41.

Let q be perpendicular to p, namely

q2 4
C
`
D

1

2ikg/r/v

E
`
F

, q1 4
C
`
D

1

ikg/r/v

E
`
F

.

The solution v t , v r to (6.2) is found to be

v r

v i
4n(v) »42

q2
1 QVp2

2

q2
1 QVp1

2
(v),

v t

v i
4z(v) »4

q1
2 Qp2

2

q1
2 QVp2

1
(v).(6.3)

This in turn gives

w r (0 , v) 4v r (v) p1
2 (v) 4v i (v) n(v)

C
`
D

2ikg2 /r2/v

1

E
`
F

,

w t (0 , v) 4v t (v) p2
1 (v) 4v i (v) z(v)

C
`
D

ikg1 /r1/v

1

E
`
F

.

Since

uF
i (0 , v) 4v i (v) ikg2 /r2/v ,

we find that

u r (02 , t) 42
1

2p
�

2Q

Q

n(v) uF
i (02 , v) exp (ivt) dv ,

u t (L1 , t) 4
1

2p
�

2Q

Q

z(v) o g1 /r1

g2 /r2

uF
i (02 , v) exp (ivt) dv .

The functions n , z are generally dependent on v. Letting F , G be
their inverse Fourier transforms, we can write u r and u t in the convolu-
tion forms

u r (02 , t) 42 �
2Q

Q

F(s) u i (02 , t2s) ds ,(6.4)

u t (L1 , t) 4o g1 /r1

g2 /r2

�
2Q

Q

G(s) u i (02 , t2s) ds .(6.5)
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If u i (02 , t) is zero up to t40, then the integrands in (6.4), (6.5) are zero
for sF t. Also, it is natural to require that F and G be causal, namely
F(s), G(s) 40 for sE0. Hence (6.4) and (6.5) reduce to

u r (02 , t) 42�
0

t

F(s) u i (02 , t2s) ds ,

u t (L1 , t) 4o g1 /r1

g2 /r2

�
0

t

G(s) u i (02 , t2s) ds .

Incidentally, causality may be satisfied automatically (cf. next sec-
tion) or may be a criterion for the choice of the integration contour for
the inverse Fourier transform (cf. [8]).

7. Homogeneous layer.

When g and r are constant - say g4g 0, r4r 0 - the system of equa-
tions (6.1) may be solved in closed form. We find that

V (z , v)4
C
`
D

cos (kr 0 g 0 vz)

2vkr 0 /g 0 sin (kr 0 g 0vz)

(1 /v) kg 0 /r 0 sin (kr 0 g 0 vz)

cos (kr 0 g 0 vz)

E
`
F

,

where z� [0 , L]. By (6.3) we find that

n(v) 42

2

go g2

r2

2o g1

r1

h cos (kr 0 g 0 vL)2i o g0

r0

g12
r0

g0
o g2 g1

r2 r1

h sin (kr 0 g 0 vL)

go g2

r2

1o g1

r1

h cos (kr 0 g 0 vL)1i o g0

r0

g11
r0

g0
o g2 g1

r2 r1

h sin (kr 0 g 0 vL)

and

z(v) 4

4

2o g2

r2

go g2

r2

1o g1

r1

h cos (kr 0 g 0 vL)1i o g0

r0

g11
r0

g0
o g2 g1

r2 r1

h sin (kr 0 g 0 vL)
.
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It is interesting to observe that, letting

n(v) 4 lim
LK0

n(v), z(v) 4 lim
LK0

z(v) ,

we find that n and z are constants, namely,

n 4
kg1 /r1 2kg2 /r2

kg1 /r1 1kg2 /r2

,

z 4
2kg2 /r2

kg2 /r2 1kg1 /r1

.

Hence we have

u r (02 , t) 42nu i (02 , t),

u t (01 , t) 4o g1 /r1

g2 /r2

zu i (02 , t).

Since 1 /kgr is the wave speed c, we can write

n 4
c1 g1 2c2 g2

c1 g1 1c2 /g2

4
r2 c22r1 c1

r2 c21r1 c1

,(7.1)

o g1 /r1

g2 /r2

z 4
2g1 c1

g2 c21g1 c1

4
2r2 c2

r2 c21r1 c1

.(7.2)

The ratios (7.1) and (7.2) for the reflection and transmission coefficients
are a well-known result [9] for the discontinuity between two elastic
half-spaces.

8. Conclusions.

The reflection-transmission problem is considered for an inhomoge-
neos layer sandwiched between homogeneous half spaces. The unique-
ness theorems of § 3 illustrate the key role of the boundary conditions
(2.4), (2.5). Also, uniqueness in the half spaces is shown to hold, provided
we preliminary prove uniqueness in the layer. Finally, the forms (6.4)
and (6.5) of u r (0 , t) and u t (0 , t) show that ordinarily the amplitudes of
reflected and transmitted waves are given by convolutions of the inci-
dent amplitude.
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